
 

       July 2020 
 
Dear Members and Associates 
Your committee met online again this week to discuss current activities 
in our group and a recent statement issued by HQ in relation to driver 
training during the corona virus outbreak. 
  
DRIVERS 
ROSPA driving groups have been told that they can restart training and preparing drivers for tests 
providing that they can comply with all Covid 19 regulations and that associates, members and 
tutors are willing to do so. At the time of our meeting RoSPA were still waiting for more guidance 
from the Dept for Transport. We debated how we should respond to this and have taken the view 
that we are NOT YET confident to recommend a restart in Cornwall. We will consult with tutors and 
examiners, monitor the local and national position over the next four weeks, and review our 
decision again in a month by which time the impact of recent changes to regulations will have 
emerged, but for the moment there will be NO DRIVER TRAINING in our group. Sorry. 
  
As I am sure you will appreciate, travelling in an enclosed space increases the risks to all parties 
considerably and the anxiety this might cause a driver or passenger seems unnecessary, given that 
this is a non-essential activity which is meant to be enjoyable. 
  
RIDERS 
We are delighted to report that the Riders Section has been able to get going again. Social distancing 
can be managed much more effectively for Riders. Our thanks to Chris and the Rider Tutors for 
preparing guidance for tutors and associates during training and our thanks to everybody for 
supporting that wholeheartedly. We have had a number of new 'sign-ups' over the last few weeks 
and the section is trying to take advantage of the better weather and longer hours of daylight to get 
as much training done as possible. 
  
Membership Renewals. 
From an administrative point of view it was very unfortunate that the 'lockdown' came right in the 
middle of the period when members would have been completing their annual renewals. Many 
people have renewed, but for many the pressures of managing family commitments, caring for 
others and getting through day to day was obviously more important and they haven't yet got 
around to it. Renewals can be done on our website, just complete the form and send your £15 by 
internet banking, or by cheque to Dave Foster at the address on the website. 
  
RIDERS 
If you are a rider associate your continued rider training is dependant on you  having a current 
membership (cost £15) for the year starting 1st April 2020 so please check if you renewed. 
  
DRIVERS 
We appreciate that there is no training available for you at the moment and no group activities 
either, but when training restarts at some point in the future, you will need to have completed your 
2020 / 2021 renewal if you wish to continue. 
  
FREE MEMBERSHIP  for 2021/2022 
In light of the fact that all of our activities have already been significantly reduced and may remain 
so for several months we have decided that all existing members and associates in training will have 
free membership next year PROVIDING they have paid the current year's (2020/2021) membership. 



 

We hope that in the long term our group will emerge from this 
pandemic, stronger and even more committed to road safety. After all, it 
is the main reason for our organisation's existence. 
  
We hope you keep well over the coming weeks and months. If you have 
any questions or information you wish to share with us please feel free to email us at 
enquiries@rospacornwall.org 
  
Your Committee, 
Lisa Hosking, Michelle Cowling, Dave Foster and Rob Robinson (Chairman) 
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